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More by accident than design, this turned into a “small camera” week, mainly prompted by
comments and questions in some of the many Facebook Groups I frequent that deal with
all things video.
So on the menu this week is an in-depth look at the GoPro Hero 10 and can it be treated as
a REAL camera? The answer might surprise some.
In the same vein, I looked at what could be the better of the two – a GoPro Hero 10 or DJI’s
Pocket 2. It depends on your needs in many cases, and each has its own strengths, although
there are some crossovers.
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I also put together a quick tutorial on creating slow motion videos. This was as a direct result
of a question in a newsgroup, and it seemed there was a lot of confusion about frame rates
and the like. I hope it helps someone.
A new little gadget that turned up really caught my eye this week and that was the Pluto
Trigger. I have only had a quick play so far, but I am quite taken by its possibilities.
Another thing that made me go “What?” was a comment in an industry mag suggesting
smartphones will take over from dSLRs. Notwithstanding a small sensor and lens can never
substitute for a full frame sensor and say a 50mm lens, as someone said, when they can bung
a 200mm optic lens on a smartphone, I might agree with it.
Apart from that, I reckon its claptrap. Your thoughts?
Until next week…
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News From Around The Industry

ity sound collection. With ambient
sound suppression and clear frontal
Each edition I publish stories and links
sound collection, users can enjoy exto stuff that has crossed my desk over
cellent sound quality when capturing
the preceding period I think may be
content.
of interest to you. Sometimes there is
lots, sometimes very little.
See more...

Mercedes-AMG EQS 53 Car Campaign
Shot with Pocket Cinema Camera 6K
Pro
The campaign unveiling the first fully
electric Mercedes-AMG EQS 53 in

If you have material you want the
wider world to know about, send it to ZHIYUN Annual Short Video Contest
me via david@auscamonline.com
2022 Launches with 100K USD Worth

Sony Launches Shotgun Microphone

of Prizes

ECM-G1

Italy relied on Blackmagic Pocket
Cinema Camera 4K and Blackmagic
Pocket Cinema Camera 6K Pro digital film cameras with post production, including edit and color correction, completed on DaVinci Resolve
Studio.
See more ...

On July 5th, ZHIYUN launched its Annual Short Video Contest 2022. The
contest is hosted by ZHIYUN with
NIKON, and partnered by RØDE,
Sony introduces the new small and Aputure, YC onion, Desview, Smalllightweight ECM-G1 microphone Rig, iFootage, Thunderobot, Lexar,
that enhances the standard of vid- HOLLYLAND, UGREEN, and FiLMiC.
eo recording through high- qualSee more ...
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Canon’s new compact, wide-angle
lenses
Canon Australia today announced
the launch of two new affordable full
frame RF lenses, the RF 24mm f/1.8
MACRO IS STM and RF 15-30mm f/4.5-

EDITORIAL
6.3 IS STM. The RF 24mm f/1.8 MACRO IS STM is a lightweight, bright
f/1.8 prime lens featuring a 24mm
focal length, and the RF 15-30mm
f/4.5-6.3 IS STM is an ultra-wide angle zoom lens covering a range of
focal lengths from 15-30mm

vanced colour spaces such Rec.
2020 for deep color and higher
dynamic range. The new DeckLink
Mini HD models are also lower cost.

See more...

DeckLink Mini Monitor HD and Deck-

ard stereo speakers. The AMBEO
2-Channel Spatial Audio renderer
translates original immersive mixes
into 2-channel audio with a spatial experience far beyond stereo.
During development, Sennheiser
worked with Netflix and other industry partners to fine-tune the system,
which is now available to license
from Sennheiser. Netflix is the first
streaming platform to deliver this
significantly improved experience
for select titles.

See more ...

Link Mini Recorder HD

New audio experience now stream-

Blackmagic Design today announced DeckLink Mini Monitor HD
and DeckLink Mini Recorder HD,
new models of PCIe capture and
playback solutions featuring 3G‑SDI
and HDMI connections. These updated models of the popular DeckLink Mini cards support video formats up to 1080p60 and 2Kp60 DCI,
and are designed to work with ad-

Netflix and audio specialist Sennheiser have announced a massive
audio improvement for all viewers
that access streaming (OTT) content with standard stereo equipment: AMBEO 2-Channel Spatial
Audio is now streaming on Netflix
and delivers an incredibly immersive audio experience with stand-

ing on Netflix
Surveys among viewers have
shown that OTT customers often access content with standard stereo
equipment – be it on a mobile while
traveling, when casually watching
via a tablet, or because the home
listening space does not allow for a
full surround sound set-up.
See more ...
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First Look: Pluto Trigger

Way back when, when I was editing
Videocamera magazine, there was
a distinct line between the subjects
we covered, and this carried over
into Australian Videocamera when
I struck out on my own.

sign ATEM Mini Pro which not that
long ago in technical terms, would
have cost $1000s and in fact, required a number of different devices to get the same result.

First Look: Pluto Trigger

years ago when he stated “Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic”

So an amateur photographer back
not so long ago would have been
The same could be said for the astounded by your best little black
That is, there was little blur between humble printer that evolved into a box I have been looking at today. It
camcorder reviews, editing soft- multi-function contraption as tech- is called a Pluto Trigger.
ware reviews, special effects crea- nology evolved and things got,
In conjunction with a dSLR camera,
well, smarter.
tion, audio and so on.
what it can do is simply astonishing.
Today this has all changed with Today we have a multitude of And for the price, mind boggling.
a swathe of new tools available smart things that couldn’t have
I want to preface this by saying I
to make life so much easier. Take even been imagined 25 years ago.
have yet to fire the thing in anger
something like the Blackmagic De- Arthur C. Clarke said it best many
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as they say. If there is one single
drawback to the Pluto Trigger, it is
that the documentation is a little
lacking. In fact out of the box, all
you get is a 2-sided quick start slip
of paper that is simply a pointer
to the smartphone app you need
and how to get to the main menu.
It doesn’t even explain what the
items in the box are; why is there a
laser in there? What are the various
cables for and so on?
There is an online manual, but that
is also not in the way I prefer a manual to be (your mileage of course
may vary here). You can find that
at https://plutotrigger.com/pages/
manuals .
Consequently, to get to know how
to setup and operate the little beast,
I have spent the day trawling online
videos and finally came across a
set designed specifically for the Pluto Trigger, with each going through

a feature of the unit’s shooting style connected to via a cable.
as well as a setup video.
But it’s what can cause it to fire the
These have been put together by shutter button is what is so brilliant.
an Australian photographer by the
If you take the simplest, that of
name of Gill (as in Gillian) Fry and
timelapse. In the app (connected
are very comprehensive indeed.
to the Pluto Trigger by Bluetooth)
You can see her full suite at https://
you simply tell it how many shots to
www.youtube.com/c/GillFryPhotake and at what interval. There is
tography
a bunch of presets such as Sunrise,
So just what does the Pluto Trigger Sunset, Night Sky and so on, but you
do that is so gob smacking I hear can override everything or simply
you ask.
create your own settings.
I remember an episode of Midsomer Murders when at the scene
of the crime Barnaby asks Fleur the
pathologist “what happened to the
victim (and give me the short version)”.
“He’s dead” she says dead pan
faced.

To give you an idea of flexibility, the
maximum duration is 99 hours and
the maximum number of shots is
99,999.
But then you get into the setting
menu and the other options are as I
say, astounding.
Read the rest of the story here.

So in that light, the Pluto Trigger fires
the shutter button the camera it is
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Is the GoPro a 'Proper' camera ...
I had a look at the manual for my
Blackmagic Pocket Cinema Camera 6K this morning. And as you’d
expect for such a complex piece of
gear, it is a goodly size.

“A” for “Automatic” and leave it
there.

Which is a shame as they are then
missing out on some gems of capability that would raise the level
of their photography and videos
155 pages to exact
and add capability found in more
So how many pages do you think
expensive and supposedly “sophisthe “humble” little GoPro 10 camticated” camera and camcorders..
era has. I mean, it’s only a so called
“action cam” so doesn’t need a
Presets
lot, right?
The first thing you might want to
Well it might surprise you that the lit- do is create some of your own
tle GoPro manual is itself 153 pages! presets. A preset lets you create
So what might you have been miss- a series of settings and save them
for use in particular situations. A
ing?
simple example might be ‘wide
I know many people have GoPros a n g l e
of all model numbers and variations, and without to much of an
exaggeration, it is safe to say, that
just as many users do with “standard” camcorders or cameras, and at 1080p resolution and 60 frames
indeed smartphones, most put it in per second’. Once saved under a
PAGE 8

name, you can quickly recall it and
save having to go through the manual setup, saving enormous amounts
of time when you need that specific setting to get the perfect shot.

HARDWARE

Is the GoPro a 'Proper' camera ...
you can then also go into the ProTune mode and play around with
advance settings such as Colour
Profile, White Balance, ISO, shutter
speed and more.
Gosh, just like a
REAL camera
hey?

Power Tools
The
next
thing to be
aware of are
the
inbuilt
Power Tools
in the latest

Once you understand more of video / photography and your GoPro,

GoPros.
These are a suite of smart capture
settings such as Hindsight (which

records up to 30 seconds of video
before you press the shutter button.
This means you’ll have less chance
of missing the perfect shot, especially useful in situations such as
sporting events, or fireworks displays
say.
You’ll want to make sure you have
all your capture settings in place
though before starting HindSight, as
you cannot change them once it
is on. Also be aware that Hindsight
will use up battery juice faster than
normal use.

Another goodie is Liveburst which
captures a burst of shots both 1.5
seconds before and after the shut-

ter is pressed. Again great for sport
and fireworks as examples.
If you know a particular event is
going to happen but cannot be
there, another PowerTool, Scheduled Capture, allows you to set the
GoPro to automatically turn on and
capture a shot any time up to 24
hours in advance.
In conjunction with software like
PhotoPills that will tell you the exact
time of sunrise / sunset, moon rise /
moon set, golden hour / blue hour
etc according to your location by
latitude and longtitude, this mode
is brilliant to get shots where you
cannot be bothered getting up or
can’t be there for some other reason.
See the rest of the story here
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TUTORIAL

Tutorial: Creating Slo-Mo
I saw a Facebook post the other
day that had the author showing
he was utterly confused by slow
motion (slo-mo).

TUTORIAL

Tutorial: Creating Slo-Mo

tion. The rate at which they are
played is called, not surprisingly,
the frame rate, usually abbreviated to fps for frames per second.

frame rate and THEN slow it
back down.

Frame Rate

24fps is traditionally used in movies as it gives the so-called “cinematic” effect. 25fps is used in
the PAL TV transmission system
which we use here in Australia,
the UK and other countries. 30fps
is used by the NTSC TV system
employed in the US and others.

It would seem obvious then that
As you will know, video footage is
you could simply slow down the
made up of individual frames that
frame rate on playback, yes?
are displayed quickly one after
If you have footage at 30fps, if
the other to give the illusion of moPAGE 10

• Make sure your project frame
rate is 25fps

For example, if you shoot at
50fps and then playback at
• Set your camera frame capture
25fps, you’ll achieve the half
rate to say, 50fps (try and stay
speed, but have nice smooth
in multiples of the project frame
video to boot.
rate if you can)
Most cameras these days (and
• Import the footage at the higher
smartphones) will let you rerate but play it back at the lowcord at higher frame rates.
er.
Some will restrict the frame size
– you might be able to record • Render out the footage
120fps at 1080p but only 50fps
at 4K resolution for example Done.
– but as long as your project Do some experimentation with substays at the appropriate frame jects such as dropping an ice cube
size, that should not matter.
into a glass, a dog running toward

Basically, they said they had set
the camera in “slo-mo” mode, but Now there happens to be three
when they played the back, it was “basic” frame rates in common
“normal”.
usage; 24fps, 25fps and 30fps.
(Purists will tell you 30fps is actuI had a bit of a trawl through various
ally 29.97fps but I’ll stick to 30 for
groups, and it seems for newbies,
ease of understanding).
slo-mo is indeed a bit of a mystery.
So, this if for those who are trying to
get some slow-motion footage but
failing for whatever reason. I suspect those who have been doing
video for some time will know all this
stuff.

hang of everything).

you play it back at 15fps it will be
½ the speed seems logical. And so
it is.

It also means there is not enough
data there so it will appear jerky
and very unnatural.

But.

The secret is to record at a higher

So to summarize with a 25 / 50 you, or a car going past focussing
on the wheel turning, and play
fps combo:
around with frame rates etc.
• Set your video editing project to a frame size that your
fps can handle (initially stick
with 1080p until you get the
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Win a Miller Air Solo 75 Tripod worth over A$1000
Key Features:

• Genuine fluid head pan & tilt technology
• Wide payload range up to 5 kilograms
• Selectable counterbalance
• Bubble level indicator
• Durable lightweight aluminium alloy construction
• 3 year warranty
Made in Australia
Build Material for Legs: Carbon Fibre | Alloy

Simply go to www.australian-videocamera.com and fill in the popup to enter!
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GoPro Hero 10 v DJI Pocket 2
If you have bitten the bullet and decided to lash out and buy a small,
portable camera that takes video
and stills and is versatile, you may
be tossing up between a GoPro
Hero 10 or a DJI Pocket 2.

true method employed by GoPro
since the inception of the range,
albeit the body is now bulkier than
earlier models, and the ubiquitous
GoPro mounting brackets, or fingers
as they are known, are now incorporated into the body and foldOr perhaps you have never even
able.
heard of the DJI Pocket 2?

be used.
The lens, which is really a lens protector, is removable so that the Lens
Mod accessory can be easily added. The majority of functions on the
Hero 10 are performed by a combination of swipes and on-screen
menus.

There are two LCDs – one front and
There is a single on-board mic.
And some may say “Why not comone rear, a single shutter button on
pare the Hero 10 to the DJI Action
the top and a function button on Unless you have a “cage”, there is
2”?
the side.
little way of adding accessories to
the Hero 10. Everything is done via
As for the second, the major reaA hatch on the side covers the batthe finger mounts.
son is that both the Hero 10 and the
tery, SD card slot and USB-C port.
Pocket 2 are self-contained units.
This hatch is removable allowing The DJI Pocket 2 by comparison has
They do not need add-ons to funccage mounts to be used as well as a long upright body and the major
tion and therefore are, to my mind,
the Media Mod. Despite its appear- party trick of this camera is the fact
more similar than a Hero 10 and Acance, this cover is waterproof allow- the lens is gimbal mounted on the
tion 2.
ing the Hero 10 be submerged up top. The rear houses a small LCD
to 10 metres, although anecdotally, screen that allows commands and
Description
some have had issues with water menus to be access via tapping
The form factors of the two camer- leakage and therefore it is recom- and swiping.
as could not be more different. The mended the underwater housing
Under the LCD are 2 button controls.
GoPro Hero 10 follows the tried-andPAGE 13
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GoPro Hero 10 v DJI Pocket 2
One selects between video and still
shots and the other is record on/
off. Above this is a “universal port”,
which as the name suggests allows
the addition various options. For example, out of the box the Pocket
2 comes with USB-C or Lightning
adaptors that slide onto the universal port.
Another supplied adaptor allows
more control over the gimbal and
its functionality as against using
screen swipes and menus.
One side of the Pocket 2 has a power button and other contains the SD
card slot. The base has a single USBC port for charging or adding other
peripherals. Audio is captured via
4 on-board mics with built in wind
noise reduction.
The Pocket 2 by itself is NOT waterproof by the way, you need the
optional housing for that. And like
PAGE 14

the Hero 10, apart from the univer- Standard battery life is rated at
sal port, you cannot add any exter- around 2 hours. Heavier duty batnal devices to the Pocket 2 without teries are available.
special DJI adaptors.
A complete description of all these is
Specifications
available in my reThe Hero 10 is capable of up to 23 view here.
megapixel photos and 4K 120 frame
per second video making it ideal The DJI Pocket
for slo-mo purposes up to 8x. Video 2 camera has
stabilisation is built in via GoPro’s a whopping 64
senHyperSmooth technology now at megapixel
version 4 and works extremely well. sor. Photos can be
Additional functions include Time- up to this size and
Warp 3.0 for time lapse plus a spe- maximum video
cial night mode, HindSight to get is 4K Ultra at up
30 seconds of recording before
pressing the shutter, Scheduled and Duration Capture
and Live Burst.
You also get live streaming
capability at 1080p, auto
upload to the cloud options
and voice control.

INTERVIEW

GoPro Hero 10 v DJI Pocket 2
to 60 frames per second. Similar
to the Hero 10 you also get Timelapse and Hyperlapse modes, with
an additional MotionLapse which is like
Timelapse,
but
the gimbal allows
the following of
a subject while
shooting.
There is also HDR
shooting available in the Pocket
2.
As
mentioned,
you get
60fps / sec-

ond at 4K slo-mo, but if you drop
down to 1080p, this ups to 120fps.
The inbuilt battery and non-replaceable is rated at 140 minutes.
Of course, the inclusion of the gimbal gives the Pocket 2 a wide range
of functionality with panorama
shooting and ActiveTrack (following a subject automatically) being
the standouts. Indeed, in conjunction with the stabilization, the obtainable results are quite stunning.
The design of the Pocket 2 is also
well thought it allowing single handed use in many circumstances.

Software
GoPro has revamped its
Quik app and I’ll have a
separate review of that very
shortly. In short, you get the
basic necessities for editing
your footage such as trim, col-

our controls, cropping and video
speed options. A clip management
system is included, and you can
also auto-sync edits to music with
the app.
A similar system is available for the
Pocket 2 via the Mimo app, with
camera movement, transitions and
allowing the inclusion of music.
Both apps are quite capable in
what they intend, but there is no
substitute for a proper editing program and in both cases, I recommend DaVinci Resolve It’s free,
available for Mac, Windows and
LINUX and as basic or as comprehensive as you want it to be.
I have a couple of tutorials including
an intro to the program and how to
organise your footage plus a beginners editing tutorial aimed specifically at action cam and drone
users. You can see these here and
here.
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INTERVIEW
Accessories

a ¼” tripod mount all in a single unit If it were me, and I only had a
the main camera simply slots into.
choice of one, for what I do the DJI
The GoPro range has spawned a
Pocket 2 is the better choice.
whole world of accessories, and the
finger mounting system is now the Conclusion
Your mileage will no doubt vary,
de facto standard for the majority So how do they compare?
and I suggest you write down your
of this style of camera.

The truth is that there is room for expected needs and wants and
weigh them up against each camAny number of mounts and add- both in the serious outdoors camera
era’s capabilities and options beons are available from GoPro and bag. If you want a versatile camera
fore purchasing.
3rd parties. I have a box with prob- for mounting on a surfboard, mounably 30 different types of mounts, tain bike, motor vehicle, rock climbthen there are waterproof housings ing helmet or even your dog, then Price
The GoPro Hero 10 is available for
and the aforementioned Lens Mod the Hero 10 wins hands down.
and Media Mod in addition to a
Display Mod (add on screen) and
LightMod (waterproof LED light).
3rd parties have not jumped at the
DJI Pocket 2 with the same enthusiasm sadly, but from DJI itself you can
get a range of add-ons including
a “Doo-It-All handle, microphone
transmitter, wide angle lens, waterproof housing and much more.

$749 in its basic form. The DJI PockIf however you want a camera for
et 2 is $599 so slightly better in prichand held work, then I recommend
ing (we got our numbers from Melthe Pocket 2.
bourne based Videoguys).
The addition of the gimbal espeIt’s hard to suggest essential accescially with ActiveTrack gives it an
sories as everyone’s needs vary, but
edge in many situations the GoPro
at the very least I’d recommend for
cannot emulate.
the GoPro you get the protective
In short, I’d say the Pocket 2 is the housing ($89 and for the Pocket 2,
more versatile camera if you want as I said, the Do-It-All-Handle ($159).

a hand held but the wide range of
Of all these, I highly recommend
accessories for the GoPro is hard to
getting the Do-It-All handle as this
beat for a situation mounted unit.
give you a built-in wireless module,
Bluetooth, wireless mic receiver and
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Smartphones will replace dSLRs by 2025...?
I read a report today that sug- I wrote an article not that long back
gested Nikon was pulling out of that asked the question “After 15
the dSLR camera business.
years can the iPhone match a
dedicated dSLR?”
A leap was then made by the
writer that this was probably be- Like most of the stories, reviews
cause Terushi Shimizu, CEO of etc we post
Sony
Semiconductor Solutions
said that smartphone cameras
will make DSLR
cameras obsolete by 2024.
Well Nikon may
well be quitting the
single lens reflex market as mirrorless seems to have taken it
over anyway, but the company
whilst not denying it said they
had not made any statement to
that fact.
But smartphones taking over?
What utter codswallop.
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here, this was also placed
in appropriate Facebook
Newsgroups and the response from most of those
involved in this area – professional shooters not hobbyists or
Apple Fanbois – were unanimous
in their snorting derision.

one responder who said
“yeah, when they can
bolt a 70-200mm lens on
a smartphone”.
What is generally forgotten is that any enhancement to a smartphone
image, especially zooming, is digital, not analogue and the quality suffers as a consequence.
Sure, the smartphone
has decimated the small
camcorder / still camera
market, you know, the
models we used to take
on holidays.
But replace professional
level gear? As the Ninja
Cat said in the movie
Cats and Dogs, “I think
not little puppy”.

The major issue was summed up by
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